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Cultural Circles and Epic Transmission: The Dai People in China
Qu Yongxian

Introduction

The Dai1 ethnic group in China and the Thai people in Southeast Asia2 can all be
broadly divided into two cultural groups: a Buddhist cultural circle and another circle centered
around indigenous religion. Within the Buddhist circle, the Dai people practice Theravada
Buddhism, celebrating the Songkran3 Festival and using a writing system created by their
ancestors long ago with the result that poems were often recorded as written texts or books very
early in their history. Within the indigenous circle, the Dai communities in China are generally
referred to as “Hua-Yao Dai” (“Colorful-Waistband Dai,” in connection with their vivid
clothing), and they adhere to folk belief or animism. These communities have little or no literacy
education; consequently, their poetry has been handed down orally from generation to
generation. Interestingly, in both of these Dai cultural circles, the poetry employs a key technique
that can be termed “waist-feet rhyme” wherein the last syllable of one line rhymes with an
internal syllable in the succeeding line. This feature—which is discussed in detail below—is
embedded in both the oral and written traditions and is an important enabling device within the
poetry of the Dai people.

1

The “Dai” ethnic group is officially recognized in China; however, internationally these peoples are often
designated as “Tai” or “Thai,” especially in Southeast Asia. In this essay, I use “Dai” instead of “Tai” or “Thai”
according to official Chinese regulation.
2 I performed fieldwork in Northeast Burma, mainly in Kengtung and Tachilek, Shan State, and in northern
and northeast Thailand from April 20-29, 2012, conducting interviews in Shan villages such as Ban Hant and Ban
Kosai. From May 5-20, 2012, I again worked in northern and northeast Thailand—mainly in Chiang Mai, Chiang
Rai, Nan, Sukhothai, Kalasin, Nakhon Phanom, Sakon Nakhon, Surin, and Sakon Nakhon—and also in some Thai
villages, such as Ban Songkhwai, Ban Kotwa, Ban Maesamai. I engaged in additional fieldwork within northern
Laos—mainly in Xiangkhouang, Louang Namtha, Oudomxai, Phôngsali, and Vientiane—and conducted interviews
in some Thai villages, including Ban Nasy, Ban Puxi, Ban Pasak, Ban Luang, Ban Namfa, Ban Tongdy, Ban Thapao,
Ban Donpoy, and Ban Lakham. Finally, fieldwork was performed in northwest Vietnam—mainly in Tỉnh Lào Cai,
Tỉnh Lạng Sơn, Tỉnh Lai Châu, Tỉnh Điện Biên—and further interviews were conducted in Thai villages such as
Ban Liang, and Ban Uva, among others.
3 In Chinese (and from an outsider’s perspective) the festival is called “Po Shui Jie” (“Water-Sprinkling
Festival”), but in the Dai language—especially in Xishuangbanna Prefecture—it is referred to as “Songkran Bi
Mai” (“Songkran New Year”), just as it is in Thailand and Laos.
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Subgroups of Dai People in China
The Dai ethnic group is one of 56 minorities in China, with a population of 1,159,231
according to the Chinese National Census in 2000. Its people live mainly within Yunnan
Province in southern China, especially in the Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture and
the Dehong Dai and Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture. They also live in other areas, such as
Gengma County, Menglian County, Jinggu County, Xinping County, Yuanyang County, Pu’er
City, Lincang City, and so on, mostly residing in basins or valleys along the Nujiang River,
Lancangjiang River, Jinshajiang River, Yuanjiang River, and Honghe River.

Map 1. Yunnan Province, China.


According to their own terminology and names, there are widely varying Dai branches in
different areas, such as the Dai-lue4 (“Dai living along the Lue River”) in Xishuangbanna
Prefecuture, the Dai-le5 (“Dai living along the Lancang River upstream from Burma”) in Dehong
4 [tai55lɯ31]. Because there are different Dai dialects and scripts, international scholars generally use the
International Phonetic Alphabet—as I have done here and throughout the essay—to transcribe the Dai language. See
further Appendix I and Appendix II.
5

[tai55lǝ35]. In Chinese “Dai-le” is often wrongly pronounced as “Tai-na.”
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Map 2. Dehong Prefecture and Xishuangbanna Prefecture, Yunnan Province.

Prefecuture, the Dai-yat 6 (“Dai who lagged behind or separated from others”) and Dai-sai7 (“Dai
living in Gasa Town”) in Xinping County, the Dai-dam8 (“Black Dai”) in Maguan County, and so
on. However, some outsiders distinguish only three broader groups—the Shui-Dai (from the
Chinese word shui [“water”] and thus understood as “Dai who live along rivers”), the Han-Dai
(from han [“dry”] in Chinese and referring to Dai who live in farms within dry areas), and the
6

[tai51jat24].

7

[tai55saai55].

8

[tai55dam33].
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Fig. 1. The branches of Dai in China.

Hua-Yao Dai (a “catch-all” category for all other Dai subgroups)—but such classification is not
accepted among the Dai people themselves.

Why are there so many branches of the Dai population in China? The historical reasons
are complicated, but the following narrative provided by Thao’ enkai, a 50-year-old man from
Luosa Town, Magua County, may contain relevant information of a previous migration (Qu
2010):
A long time ago, all Dai people lived in a kingdom named Meng si. 9 There were so many people
residing together that they battled each other for food, water, and other resources. As a result,
some Dai subgroups left southwards led by their chief men, searching for a new world. Some
people were strong enough to be the vanguard team; some people were too weak to catch up.
Among these migrants, some people were nobles in precious dress and they marched more slowly.
Therefore, they made an agreement: the vanguard team should cut down the banana stems as road

9

Meng si (also referred to by some other Dai as “Meng xi” or “Meng qi”) is considered to have been the
capital of the ancient Dian Kingdom and is now known as Kunming City in Yunnan Province. There are many
meanings of “meng” that range from “kingdom” to “city,” as, for example, in the Dai word “Mengkok” used to refer
to the Thai capital Bangkok.
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marks so that the laggard groups might follow them by these marks. However, when they found
that the banana stems had grown new leaves, they thought the vanguard team had gone too far to
be caught. So they decided not to pursue anymore; they then stopped and stayed with other kinds
of ethnic groups, such as the Hani and Yi peoples. For instance, “Dai-yat” means “the laggard
Dai;” it is one of these left-behind Dai groups.

This is a famous story spread among many Dai communities with varying details,10 and
we may make some tentative conjectures accordingly. The Dai people may have migrated
southward along rivers, passing through jungles on the way. Eventually they could not associate
with each other any longer, and most of them migrated to southeast Asia, with a small number of
them lagging behind and sharing the area with other ethnic groups. As a result of these various
movements, different Dai groups may have seen their own culture influenced to different degrees
by the cultures of others, and the Dai people thus developed along different branches that now
bear their own unique characteristics with regard to dialects, religions, customs, dwellings,
foods, and so on.
At present, the Dai language in China has been categorized into four distinct dialect
groups. The Dai-lue dialect is used by 360,000 people, most of whom live in Xishuangbanna
Prefecture; 480,000 people speak the Dai-le dialect, mainly within Dehong Prefecture; the HongJin dialect is employed by 150,000 people, mainly in the Honghe River and Jinshajiang River
basins;11 and the Jinping dialect is found mainly in Jinping County and is used by more than
20,000 people.12 Among the four dialects, the Dai-le dialect is the most widely spoken. For
instance, Dai people in Lingcang, Jinggu, Menglian, Lancang, and some other areas all speak the
Dai-le dialect because they migrated long ago to each of these locations from Mengmao.13 At the
same time, the Dai-le dialect is similar to the Shan language in Shan State, Burma,14 and to that
of the Tai-Ahoms living in Assam State, India.15

10 For instance, the story is also told in places such as Mosha Town, Xinping County, and even in Northern
Laos. It is also found in some publications (see, for example, Feng Huaiyong 2008) and on some internet sites.
11 Because there are so many diverse subgroups in these areas, their languages are further divided into five
local subdialects: Yuan xin, Wuyong, Maguan, Yuanjiang, and Lu shi.
12

On the classification of dialects, see Luo Meizhen 1993.

 Mengmao, also called Mengmaolong, is considered to have been the capital of the Dai’s ancient
Guozhambi Kingdom from 567 to 1448 CE; it is now called (in Chinese) Ruili City in Dehong Prefecture. For
further details about the Guozhambi Kingdom, see Dehong Dai Study Society 2005.
13

14

For example, when I did my fieldwork in Kengtung and Tachilek Counties, Shan State, during April
2012, I could communicate with the Shan villagers in the Dehong Dai language.
15

Many Tai-Ahoms scholars have been visiting Dehong Prefecture in recent years in order to trace their
history and ancestral culture; they believe that their ancestors migrated from Mengmao to Assam State, and they
have scriptures called Buranjis written in old Tai scripts that record such a history. For more details see http://
taiahoms.ning.com.
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Fig. 2. The four dialects of the Dai language.

The Dai People in Two Cultural Circles
As mentioned earlier, a large number of the Dai people—mainly in Xishuangbanna and
Dehong Prefectures—lie within a Buddhist cultural circle, having been influenced by Theravada
Buddhism from Burma or Laos, and they therefore share similar characteristics such as their
celebration of the Songkran Festival and the employment of writing systems to record and
transcribe the Buddhist scriptures. The Dai people in China have actually created and developed
four separate kinds of scripts, and three of them are currently in use: the Dai-le script (called
“Duo-tho nook” [“Bean-sprout-shaped script”] by the Dai) used mainly in Dehong, the Dai-lue
script (also called “Duo-tham” [“Classic script”]) employed primarily in Xishuangbanna, and the
Dai-pong script (also referred to as “Duo-mon” [“Round-shaped script”]) used mainly in
Mengmao.

Fig. 3. Three kinds of Dai scripts in current use.
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The Dai-le script is close to the Dai-pong script in
both shape and phonetic system, and both of them
are similar to the Shan script. The Dai-lue script
shares similarities with the Lao and Thai scripts.
Although these scripts display differences in their
shapes, they all stem from Brahmic script. At
present the reformed Dai-le and Dai-lue scripts
are referred to as the New Dai scripts, which are
used by publishing houses, schools, internet sites,
and other official domains. However, the
traditional Dai scripts are used more widely
among the general population, particularly in
temple settings.16
Just a small number of Dai people live
within the indigenous religious cultural circle,
mainly along the Yuanjiagn and Honghe Rivers;
most of them are Hua-Yao Dai in Yuanjiang
County, Xinping County, Yuanyang County, such
as the Dai-yat, Dai-sai, Dai-zhung, Dai-la, and
Dai-dam mentioned above. Such Hua-Yao Dai
subgroups migrated southward into northwest
Vietnam17 and northern Laos,18 constituting a
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Fig. 4. A Dai-luo elder who was pasturing cattle when
I arrived at Lengdun Town, Yuanyang County,
Honghe Prefecture. Photo by author. For more
information on this and other photos, consult the
eCompanion to this essay.

16 Buddhist monks must learn the traditional Dai script in order to help villagers transcribe the Buddhist
scriptures written via this method. Many Buddhist scriptures are preserved in temples (called “Zhuang” in Dehong
and “Wat” in Xishuangbanna), and the monks often recite or chant these scriptures for people in ceremonies,
especially during the three months of Vassa.
17

The Thai people are identified officially as one of 54 ethnic groups in Vietnam, and they reside in the
northwest region, mainly in Điện Biên, Lai Châu, Sơn La, and Lào Cai Provinces. During my fieldwork there (July
14-24, 2012) I found that the Thai people in Vietnam can be divided into three subgroups—the Black Thai (“Thaidam”), White Thai (“Thai-khao”), and Red Thai (“Thai-diang”)—that all refer to themselves as [tai55], and they do
not hold to Theravada Buddhism. They are similar to the Dai-dam and Dai-khao in Jinping County, Yunnan
Province, Southern China (where I performed fieldwork during July 25-30, 2012). As a Dai, I can chat easily with
these Thai villagers in the Dai language.
18 Many people consider there to be three main groups in Laos: the biggest one is the Lao-luong group
whose members reside in valleys and maintain a rice-planting culture; the second is the Lao-thing group (including
such peoples as the Khmu) settled among the mountainsides and holding to slash-and-burn cultivation; and the third
is the Lao-song group (mainly the Hmong and Yao peoples) found among the highest mountains and employing both
shifting and swidden cultivation methods. Within such a categorization, the Thai people are placed within the Laoluong group. During my fieldwork in Xiengkhuang, Luang Phabang, and Louang Namtha Provinces (July 3-14,
2012), I found that the Thai people in Laos can themselves be divided into two main parts. On the one hand, the
Lue, who are actually from Xishuangbanna, practice Theravada Buddhism and are virtually indistinguishable from
the Dai people; on the other, there is the Putai group, consisting of Black Thai, White Thai, and Red Thai from
Vietnam. However, both groups refer to themselves as [tai55], and I could chat with the villagers in both the Thai and
Dai languages.
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special Putai19 group including mainly Thai-dam (“Black Thai”), Thai-diang (“Red Thai”), and
Thai-khao (“White Thai”). These Putai people then continued a migration into northeast
Thailand. Although these Dai are usually divided into different branches, they do indeed share
some similar characteristics: first, all of these Hua-Yao Dai subgroups adhere to indigenous
religious practices and therefore do not believe in Buddhism or celebrate the Songkran Festival.
Rather, they enjoy traditional Chinese festivals, such as the Spring Festival and the Mid-Autumn
Festival. They are clearly much more profoundly influenced by Chinese culture than by Buddhist
culture.20 Second, they inhabit relatively smaller regions. For example, the Dai-sai dwell mainly
in Gasa Town, Xinping County; the Dai-zhung are found in Lijiang Town, Yuanjiang County;
and the Dai-khao are in Mengla Town, Jinping County. And very importantly, these Hua-Yao Dai
do not in general employ any scripts for written communication or recording purposes.21

Different Cultural Circles, Different Epic Traditions
The Dai peoples within the Buddhist cultural circle have similar epic traditions, and these
epic traditions have been influenced by Buddhism. For example, in Xishuangbanna there is the
creation epic Ba Ta Ma Ga Pheng Shang Luo (“The God Yinphra Creates the World”),22 and in
Dehong there exists another creation epic, Gulao De Hehua (“The Ancient Lotus”).23 Despite
their different names, these creation stories exhibit great similarities in terms of content. In both
epics there is an original couple—the husband’s name is Bu sang ka xi24 and the wife’s name is

19

The Putai people reside in northeast Thailand, mainly in Kalasin, Nakhon Phanom, and Sakon Nakhon
Provinces. During my fieldwork in these places (May 15-30, 2012), I found that all Putai people there maintain a
particular culture—as with the Putai in Laos—wherein they are deeply invested in indigenous religious practices but
also influenced by Buddhist culture at the same time. For instance, they celebrate the Mangfei Festival as a call for
rain in May or June, just after the Songkran Festival in mid-April.
20 They also employ the traditional Chinese calendar and have absorbed many Chinese words into their
dialects, such as the name Yuhuangdadi (the supreme deity of Taoism). Most of them also use traditional Chinese
family naming practices.
21

The Dai-dam and Dai-khao in Jinping County have previously used a script; it came from northwest
Vietnam as the Thai people migrated northward back into Southern China. A few Thai elders still use this script in
Vietnam, but this Jinping Dai script is in danger of extinction within China, and few people can read and write it
today.
22 Ba Ta Ma Ga Pheng Shang Luo is the Chinese pinyin transcription of this epic’s title; in the Dai language
itself, the epic’s name is pronounced as [pap31tham55maak11kaa11phǝŋ11saaŋ35lo55]. The epic is found for the most
part in Xishuangbanna Prefecture, and it has been published in several versions; see, for example, Ai Wenbian and
Ai Lin 1981. Dai people will invite a singer home to sing this epic when they celebrate the completion of a new
house, and this creation epic is a necessary element within the repertoires of the professional folk singers (zhanga) in
the region.
23 Gulao De Hehua is the Chinese title, but in the Dai language it is called [mo33luŋ35kam11phaa11]. The
epic is found primarily in Dehong Prefecture, and because there are no professional singers in Dehong, this kind of
epic is preserved by means of manuscripts in temples, with the monks usually reciting the epic for villagers from
August to November annually. This epic has not yet been published.
24

The Dai call him [puu11saaŋ35kaa33sii35], or [puu11saaŋ35kaai33] for short. [puu11] means “grandfather.”
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Ya sang ka sai25 —and just as Adam and Eve in the Bible, they become the first couple in a Secret
Garden, created by the supreme god—in this case, Yinphra.26 It is my belief that Yinphra in these
epics is actually the god Indra from Brahmanism. Additionally, Gulao De Hehua explains the
Ancient Age as a Lotus Age, and the lotus is, of course, an important symbol of Buddhism.
Second, these epic traditions have also been influenced by Indian culture. For instance, as
several Chinese scholars have shown, the heroic epic Langa Xihe (“The Monster with Ten
Heads”)27 from Xishuangbanna and its Dehong counterpart, Langa xishuanghe (“The Monster
with Twelve Heads”),28 have both been influenced by the famous Indian Ramayana epic.29 But
thanks to the existence of their scripts, the Dai people record most of their epics as Buddhist
scriptures, and the oral poetry has thus become textualized. In the Dai language these epic texts
are referred to as [lik53] or [tham55]. 30
In contrast, within the indigenous religious cultural circle, the epic tradition has not been
influenced by Buddhism or Indian culture, and these Dai people have never heard of the above
epics. In this circle, all narrative poetry is transmitted as oral songs, called [xaam55], and the
songs exhibit little outside influence other than that exerted by the Chinese culture. Interestingly,
though the epics of the Buddhist cultural circle are not found within the circle of indigenous
religion, the opposite is untrue, and the songs of the indigenous religious cultural circle do
indeed make their way to other Dai communities. For example, though the song Ebing Yu
Sangluo (“Ebing and Sangluo”)31 goes by different names in different locations—in Dehong

25

The Dai refer to her as [jaa33saaŋ35kaa33saai35], or by the shortened form [jaa33saaŋ35kaai33]. [jaa33] means
“grandmother.”
26

When Yinphra created these humans from clay, he originally forgot to make the wife’s breast, an
omission he rectified by incorporating some clay from the husband’s palm; people now claim that this is why men
always wish to touch a woman’s breast!
27

Langa xihe is the Chinese transcription, but in the Dai language it is actually pronounced as
[laaŋ11kaa11] means “monster” and [sip31hoo35] means “ten heads.”

[laaŋ11kaa11sip31hoo35];
28

 Langa xishuanghe is again the Chinese version; its actual pronunciation in the Dai language is
[sip31sɔŋ35hoo35] means “twelve heads.”

[laak11kaa11sip31sɔŋ35hoo35].

29 Such studies have focused on the relationship between Langa Xihe and the Ramayana, on the different
versions of Langa Xihe, or on the transformation process of specific characters. See, for example, Li Jiang 2010.
30 [lik53] and [tham55] both refer to the Buddhist scriptures in general, including all epos. Actually, Dai
people do not have a distinct word for “epic;” instead, they have the word [aa33pom11] for “story,” the word
[xɯɯ55] for “history,” and the word [xaam55] for “song.”
31

Ebing Yu Sangluo is the Chinese title of this song, pronounced in Dai as [o31piŋ11saam35lo55].
is the name of a poor, beautiful, and young girl, who is the fifth girl in the family ranking. [saam35lo55] is
the name of a charming wealthy young man, and he is the third boy in his family ranking. [saam35lo55] falls in love
with [o31piŋ11] when he travels to her hometown of Kengtuang, but his mother disapproves of their love because
they are not in the same social stratum. [o31piŋ11] goes to find [saam35lo55] after she has conceived, but she had
been hurt by his bad-hearted mother and then died in the forest while giving birth. [saam35lo55] chooses to die for
love when he learns the truth, cutting his throat beside her coffin. Both of them then ultimately transform into two
bright stars in the sky, now called [o31piŋ11] star and [saam35lo55] star.
[o31piŋ11]
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Prefecture it is called Ebing Sangluo; in Xinping County the Dai-sai call it Lang’e Sangluo;32 in
Maguan County the Dai-dam call it Lang’e Luosang; and in Yuanjiang County the Dai-la call it
Zhausang Nang’e33 —its actual content (of a tragic-romantic, Romeo and Juliet type) remains
virtually the same in both the Buddhist and indigenous religious cultural circles. Such songs
were transmitted orally for many years before ever being written down, and this long
evolutionary process has now led to songs that range from relatively simple poems to epics
spanning many thousands of lines.
In the different cultural circles, then, the Dai people transmit their poetry in various ways,
with written and oral traditions now coexisting in many areas. In Xishuangbanna and Dehong
Prefectures, within those circles that do make use of
written transmission, one can actually find hundreds
of thousands of handwritten copies of epics, mainly
in temples. Often an elder will copy poems for
villagers to use in worship or prayer; Kalong (“Big
Bird”)34 and Lang Jinbu (“The Lady Who Eats
Crabs”)35 are, for instance, the most common songs
that villagers employ in conjunction with asking for
offspring. At present, the local government’s
Intangible Cultural Heritage Protection Center works
to obtain and protect these precious manuscripts
written in the Dai traditional scripts, and local
scholars are working to transcribe the traditional
scripts into the new scripts while also producing
translations. Consequently, many Dai epics and songs
have now been published in both the Dai and
Chinese languages; examples include the
aforementioned Ba Ta Ma Ga Pheng Shang Luo and
Langa Xihe, as well as Xiangmeng (“The Hero Fig. 5. Manuscripts employing traditional Dai
Xiangmeng”),36 Qitou Qiwei Xiang (“The Elephant scripts. Banyan village, Menghai County,
Xishuangbanna Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan
Province. Photo by author.

[laaŋ55o31saam35loo55]; [laaŋ55] is “lady,” and [o31] is the girl’s name—the fifth one in family ranking.
refers to the third one in the ranking system, and [loo55] is the boy’s name.

32

[saam35]

33

[tsau31saam35naaŋ55o31]; [tsau31] is analogous to “gentleman” or “lordship.”

34 Kalong [ka33 luŋ35] is Dai; [ka33] is a kind of bird/crow, and [luŋ35] means “big” or “huge.” Sometimes
this song is also called [ka33 phǝk11], with [phǝk11] meaning “white” and implying that the bird is sacred, affordable
only to the king. This song has not yet been published as a separate volume, but the story is found in some
publications under the Chinese title of Wu Ke Jin Dan De Gu Shi (“The Story of Five Golden Eggs”) or A Luan De
Lai Li (“Who is A Luan?”). See Ai Feng et al. 1995.
35 Lang Jinbu [laaŋ55tsin33puu33] is Dai; [laaŋ55] is “lady,” [tsin33] means “eat,” and [puu33] is “crabs.” In
Chinese publications the name is translated as Yi Bai Ling Yi Duo Hua (“101 Flowers”).
36 Xiangmeng [sɛŋ35mǝŋ55]; [sɛŋ35] is “diamond,” and [mǝŋ55] is “kingdom,” referring to the prince. This
heroic epic has been published in several versions both in the Chinese and Dai languages; see further Wang Song
2007.
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with Seven Heads and Seven Tails”),37 and Qianban Lianhua (“The Lotus with One Thousand
Petals”).38

Fig. 6. An elder (pictured in the center) selling his
manuscripts during a ceremony on October 11, 2009, in the
Menghuan pagoda, Dehong Prefecture. Photo by author.

Fig. 7. The manuscript of Ba Ta Ma Ga Pheng Shang
Luo (written in traditional Dai-lue script), preserved in
the temple of Banyan Village, Mengzhe County,
Xishuangbanna Prefecture. Photo by author.


All of the narrative poetry described
above derives from folk stories, Buddhist
Jatakas, or a combination of the two sources.
For those songs employing Buddhist
material, it is easy to imagine that long ago
Fig. 8. A performance of Na Du Xiang (“The Precious monks adapted Jatakas to fit within the form
Door”) as part of the celebration for a new house in
Mangshi Town, Dehong Prefecture, on September 28, of Dai songs as a tool for more easily
2009. Photo by author.
explaining Buddhist tenets while at the same
time also adapting Dai folk stories for
inclusion within Buddhist manuscripts. In Dehong Prefecture, there are now hundreds of A-luan
poems—such as Qingwa A-luan (“The Golden Frog A-luan”), Jin Lingyang A-luan (“The

37 Qitou Qiwei Xiang is a Chinese translation, but the Dai call this song [tsaaŋ31tset11ho35tset11haaŋ35]; see
Dao Jinxiang 1988.
38 Qianban Lianhua is again the Chinese translation; however, the Dai refer to it as [mo33hɛŋ35kaap11]. The
song has been published in several versions; see, for instance, Dao Jinxiang and Dao Zhengnan 1981.
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Golden Gazelle A-luan”), and Da Yezi A-luan (“The A-luan Who Sold the Huge Leaf for Life”)39
—and all of these songs are clearly related to the written tradition of the Buddhist Jatakas. On the
other hand, there are still Dai folk singers performing epics and other songs orally; these singers
are called zhangha or moha,40 both terms meaning an “expert in singing.” In Xishuangbanna, the
zhangha perform their songs primarily within the context of important ceremonies, such as the
ceremony for a newly completed house, the wedding ceremony, the sheng he shang (“monk
promotion”) ceremony, and so on. And in Dehong, the moha usually dramatize songs such as
Lang Thuihan41 and A-luan Gongguan42 in varying festival contexts.
In the indigenous religious cultural
circle, where the Dai people rely on oral
rather than written traditions, folk singers
regularly engage in performances of narrative
poetry. For example, each May in Xinping
County the Dai-sai and Dai-yat celebrate the
Hua-jie Festival, where people will sing songs
with each other, and elders often sing ancient
songs in conjunction with daily rites (see Fig.
10).43 The Dai-la folk singers in Yuanjiang
County also celebrate a special festival called
the Mengmian-Qingge Festival, when they
Fig. 9. The zhangha Yuyan, a professional singer famous
sing songs while hiding their faces behind among the Dai-lue people in Xishuangbanna. Photo by
beautiful handkerchiefs decorated by hand author.
39

In the Dai language the word is pronounced as [a33lɔŋ55], though it is actually Burmese in origin and
refers to a hero who is brave, kind-hearted, and handsome; usually he is the incarnation of Buddha. Many of the
songs about [a33lɔŋ55] have been published as books; see Ai Wenbian 1988. Qingwa A-luan is
[a33lɔŋ55kop11xam55] in Dai; [kop11xam55] is “golden frog.” This song is centered around the story of Buddha
being incarnated as a golden frog. Jin Lingyang A-luan is [a33lɔŋ55ŋe55xam55] in Dai; [ŋe55xam55] means “golden
gazelle” and this song thus narrates the incarnation of Buddha as a golden gazelle. Finally, Da Yezi A-luan is
[a33lɔŋ55tɔŋ33luŋ35] in Dai, with [tɔŋ33luŋ35] meaning “huge leaf” and the tale thus revolving around Buddha’s
incarnation as a poor boy who sold a type of huge leaf in exchange for life.
40

[tsaŋ33xap53] or [mo35xaam55].

41

Lang Thuihan is the Dai title, and it is called [laaŋ55thui55xam55] in the Dehong Dai language, but in
Xishuangbanna people call the song Zhao Shu Thun [tsau31shuu11thun55], and it has another well known translation
as The Peacock Princess. It has been published in several versions; see Ai Die et al. 2009.
42

[a33lɔŋ55kuŋ33kɔn33]; this song concerns the story of Buddha being incarnated as a poor boy named

[kuŋ33kɔn33].
43

Hua-jie Festival is a Chinese name, literally translated as “Flower-Street Festival.” During this festival
people dress in colorful costumes and gather in the street to make new friends, shop, or engage in conversation. The
street thus looks just like a “flower-street.” The festival also provides an opportunity for adults seeking lovers;
during the festival anyone—married or not—is free to hunt for a lover. Love songs are covertly performed, and
women will feed their lovers sticky rice, salted egg, and fried ricefield eel, while men will give their lovers a silver
bracelet, ring, or other jewelry as gift. The couple can then have further contact or even sex. Dai-yat people are free
to find lovers before marriage, but after becoming married, they can renew these former relationships only during
the Hua-jie Festival.
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with cross-stitched patterns (see Fig. 11).44

Fig 10. A Dai-yat elder performing during an evocation
ceremony on July 28, 2010, in Mosha Town, Xinping
County, Yuxi City. Photo by author.

Fig. 11. The Mengmian-Qingge Festival is held only
among the Dai-la group during mid-May every year in
Yuanjian County. Photo by author.

Key Features of Rhyme in the Dai Epic Tradition
Several Chinese scholars have previously investigated the evolution of Dai literature,
with one of the most prominent being Wang Song, who discusses four relevant periods of this
evolution in his 1983 monograph Daizu Shige Fazhan Chutan (“A Study on the Evolution of
Dai”). The main points of his exposition—with which I agree—are as follows. In the first period,
there was only oral tradition in the form of myth, ballad, and other simple songs. During the
second period, all of these simple
songs evolved into long narrative
p o e t r y ; h o w e v e r, t h e y s t i l l
remained exclusively in the realm
of oral tradition. Then, with the
arrival of Buddhism during the
seventh through fourteenth
centuries, the Dai people created
their scripts, and their literature
entered its very important third
period when much of the poetry
began to be recorded and
textualized. Finally, the fourth
period extends from 1919 up
through the present, and it is
Fig. 12. The evolutionary history of Dai literature. Based on Wang
during this period that Dai drama
Song 1983.
44 In Chinese, mengmian means “mask” and qingge means “love song.” During the festival, men and
women gather under large trees in the village, and they can sing call-and-response style either individually or in
groups while also enjoying food and drink. The songs are highly formulaic in content, diction, and melody.
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emerges as a new thing, thriving principally in Dehong Prefecture.
Whether more connected today with oral tradition or written practices, all types of Dai
poetry still share certain important features. First, though the length of the poetic line is
unrestricted and can be shorter or longer as desired, the number of syllables in a single line is
always odd and not even. Taking verses from Galong (written in Dai-le script) as an example, we
can see that both the first and second lines consist of 13 words:45
1. ᥓᥥᥛ ᥟᥢ ᥙᥤ ᥘᥪᥛ ᥝᥢᥰ ᥕᥣᥛᥰ ᥘᥤ ᥒᥣᥛᥰ ᥐᥧ
ᥔᥦᥢᥰ ᥙᥫᥒ ᥓᥥᥰ ᥓᥨᥛᥱ
2. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥖᥐ ᥔᥬᥱᥓᥪ ᥑᥢᥱ ᥢᥣᥱ ᥓᥝᥲ ᥘᥨᥐ ᥞᥐ
ᥑᥨᥢᥴ ᥘᥨᥛᥱ ᥐᥨᥙ ᥝᥨᥝᥰ。

tsem33an33pi33lɯm33van55jaam55li33ŋaam55 ku33
sɛn55pǝŋ33tse55tsom11
tsaŋ11tak53saɯ33tsɯ33xan11naa11tsau31 lok53hak53
xon35lom11kop53vo55

Second, every two poetic lines constitute one unit of rhyme and express a single
viewpoint. In the verses below from the poem Zhau Mahe (“The Quick-Witted Man Named
Mahe”),46 for instance, the first and second lines rhyme with each other on the syllable [ɔm35]
(which is marked in bold type), and the third and fourth lines rhyme with each other on the
syllable [aa11]. 47
1. ᥝᥲ ᥚᥧᥱᥘᥒ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥝᥧᥒᥳ ᥞᥧᥙ ᥓᥫᥒ ᥒᥛᥰ ᥓᥩᥛᥴ tsau31phu11laŋ33pen33voŋ53hup53tsǝŋ33ŋam55 tsɔm35
2. ᥔᥥ ᥖᥣᥒᥰ ᥔᥨᥒᥴ ᥞᥣᥒᥰ ᥞᥝᥰ ᥘᥣᥭᥰ ᥚᥩᥛᥴ
se33taaŋ55hoŋ35haaŋ55hau55laai55phɔm35
ᥙᥫᥢ ᥒᥦᥙ
pǝŋ33ŋɛp53
3. ᥓᥪ ᥖᥣᥒᥰ ᥑᥧᥢᥴ ᥞᥨᥒᥴ ᥞᥨᥝᥴ ᥑᥛᥰ ᥖᥥᥱ
tsɯ33taaŋ55xun35hoŋ35ho35xam55te11
ᥘᥥᥖ ᥘᥣᥱ ᥓᥣᥱ
let53laa11tsaa11
4. ᥘᥒ ᥝᥣᥒ ᥞᥨᥝᥴ ᥞᥫᥴ ᥘᥛᥳ ᥙᥥᥝ ᥛᥣᥱ ᥙᥦᥒᥰ ᥐᥪᥛᥰlaŋ33vaaŋ33ho35hǝ35lam53peu33maa11 pɛŋ55 kɯm55

Third, the most consistent type of Dai rhyming technique is to employ what in Chinese is
called yao-jiao yun, or “waist-feet rhyme,” wherein the last syllable of a first line functions as a
line-ending rhyme-unit corresponding to an internal rhyming syllable within the second line,
usually designated as the third syllable from the end of line. The above passages from Galong
and Zhau Mahe exemplify this type of rhyme, as do the verses below from E’bing Yu Sangluo:48

45 These verses from Galong are from a handwritten copy that was produced by Li Mingliang, more than 50
years old, who lives in Xiangpa village, Mangzhang Town, Yingjiang County, Dehong Autonomous Prefecture,
Yunnan Province. There are no line numbers in this Dai manuscript. I translate these lines as follows: “At the
propitious moment, the king named the beloved son as Hanna; it is a classic name in the buffalo kingdom.”
46

Tsau Mahe [tsau31maa11ho35] is the Chinese pinyin transformation of the Dai language title, which refers
to a quick-witted man who always helps people solve their problems.
47

I translate this passage as follows (from Zhau Mahe 1997:4): “The King his Majesty is sitting in the
throne; even his name can overawe people to kneel. The king’s name is Deletlatsa; he has a great reputation, living
in the resplendent palace.”
48 The passage (from E’bing Yu Sangluo 1960:10) can be translated as follows: “keŋtɔŋ is a prosperous
place; the merchants from all corners gather here. The beautiful and fertile land keŋtɔŋ, cows and horses bring
various merchandise here with their bells ringing every day.”
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1. ᥘᥣᥖ ᥘᥭᥲ ᥐᥥᥒᥰ ᥖᥩᥒᥰ ᥛᥣᥢᥲ ᥙᥥᥝᥱ ᥛᥨᥢ
2. ᥐᥨᥢᥰ ᥐᥣᥳ ᥐᥛᥳ ᥖᥦᥐᥱ ᥞᥨᥢ ᥘᥭᥴ ᥘᥧᥛᥰ
3. ᥛᥣᥢᥲ ᥙᥥᥝᥱ ᥛᥨᥢ ᥐᥥᥒᥰ ᥖᥩᥒᥰ
4. ᥘᥤ ᥘᥧ ᥞᥧᥴ ᥜᥣᥒᥰ ᥞᥥᥒᥱ ᥞᥩᥒᥴ ᥘᥩᥒᥰ ᥛᥨᥢ
ᥖᥩᥢᥲ
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lat53lai31keŋ55tɔŋ55maan31peu11mon33
kon55ka53kam53tɛk11hon33lai35lum55
maan31peu11mon33 keŋ55tɔŋ55
li33lu33hu35faaŋ55heŋ11hɔŋ35lɔŋ55mon33
tɔn31

However, in addition to waist-feet rhyme, simple end-rhyme does also appear occasionally in Dai
poetry, as in the passage below from Lang Jinbu, where the two lines rhyme on the end syllables
[laa55] and [maa55]: 49
1. ᥛᥫ ᥘᥛᥳ ᥛᥣᥱ ᥞᥣᥱ ᥓᥣᥱ ᥓᥝᥲ ᥑᥭᥱ ᥜᥣᥳ ᥘᥒ
ᥓᥪᥢ ᥗᥤᥒᥰ ᥙᥫᥒᥱ ᥛᥫᥒᥰ ᥘᥣᥰ
2. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥔᥨᥙᥱ ᥘᥤ ᥔᥥᥒᥴ ᥝᥣᥢᥴ ᥑᥣᥢᥴ ᥓᥧᥰ
ᥘᥣᥒᥰ ᥙᥦᥒᥰ ᥛᥦᥰ ᥘᥣᥖ ᥑᥨᥝᥲ ᥛᥣᥰ

mǝ33lam53maa11haa11tsaa11tsau31xai11faa53 laŋ33
tsɯn33thiŋ55pǝŋ11mǝŋ55laa55
tsaŋ11sop11li33seŋ35vaan35kaan35tsu55
laaŋ55pɛŋ55mɛ55lat53xo31maa55

Further examples from diverse Dai poetries—from Xishuangbanna and Dehong but also
from other Dai subgroup locations—can help demonstrate the degree to which all of these
poetries follow the same rules for rhyme.
Xishuangbanna is well known as a residence region of the Dai people, with the Dai-lue
group being prominent there. The Dai-lue dialect is different in tone from the Dai-le dialect, and
their two scripts are different in shape; however, the verse and rhyme structures of the poetry
remain similar. The following passage is from the famous heroic epic Xiangmeng:50
1. Wh @z ir)C wws0 TR H- @Uc,
2. tR+ d)c Nr) Nr+ wwk(C wT+

@YC s lR nqc wT( VR NR/ Nr

wL-ZQc Vrc Vrc Nr) X_ wfR
ur=wMR) Le_c FrC,

3. pR0 KEc z(C wwu0c FrC s wmR
aR0c wT_ WH).

4. tR+ Z)c xe0 Wl) Uq_C ws
Nr XwZR)c@jc,

hoo55tsai55kvaaŋ13sɛɛn55tii55hak51phai35
tiit55daŋ35naaŋ51naat33kɛɛu13teet55
tsai11sa55 lii55nɔɔ35teeu51vii51ni33naa51
leek33tsɯɯ33vaa33vaa33naaŋ51xam51fǝ55
phaap35mǝǝŋ51lum33faa11
piin55kuu33tsau13phɛɛn35faa11sa55mǝ55
en35teem51hooŋ51
55
tiit tsaŋ33xun55looŋ55phɔɔm11see55
naa51xa33tsǝǝŋ35jai35

In these verses we can see that the poetry not only employs the traditional waist-feet
rhyme, but it does so in an even more complex fashion, with the final syllable of every line
(rather than every other line) being followed by a corresponding internal rhyme in the subsequent
line. Rhyme structures in the poetry from Xishuangbanna can thus be understood as more
49

A loose translation of the two lines is as follows: “Then the king is sitting in the throne, and he speaks to
the lady tenderly.” These verses are found on page 20 of a handwritten copy produced by Li Mingliang (see note
45).
50 I translate this passage as: “Look at the queen Nangxamfei; she is so beautiful like a goddess; she
accompanies the king in the great palace every day. The bodyguard and the Ministers lined up, one by one to swear
allegiance to them.” The verses are from Ai Ping 1986:36.
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rigorous and perhaps even more aesthetically pleasing than in the poetry from Dehong, and one
possible reason for this increased complexity may be the greater frequency with which the songs
are performed orally in Xishuangbanna, even alongside the tradition’s textualization. The rules
for rhyming in oral poetic narratives seem to be much more regular and strictly adhered to than
in the case of written poetry. Here is a further example from Xiangmeng, with all of the
interlinked rhyming units underlined (Ai Ping 1986:37):
1. tR+ d)c s# @z wwk(C wT( VR uR( Ze_c, The queen consistently abides by the Buddhist
discipline;
2. Ze_c Xe_c nrC Ze_c wwJ_C pr0c wwt_C She prays to Buddha and gods,
lqc pR0,

3. Nr) NR/ z_ sR0 Z%C Kq) Y_ b(c xr+c,
4. Nr) hr- @dC jr+ N_C te0C N^C Wt-

Asking for children;
The gods are delighted;

wwu0c Yq L NR,

5. K_ KQ+ MR wws0 @d Nr) hr- u#Jq @vC, Then the queen gets the boy as a gift from gods;
6. v) @Xc @dC LE- N^C MR nqc JR) Z# V
She becomes debilitated day by day,
Nr.

7. Jr_ N0c aR0 jEc hq)C WX) FrC

Like a flower is fading,

8. s e_ Pr0 K_C p0 Nr) b(c y^c,
9. s^c V^c lrC Nr) N^C uR( s(C

Because the fetus is growing every day in her body;
The big day arrives at last, at a wonderful moment,

10. Nr) wMR) wwk(C Wt dR uR(c lrc,
11. K U t)C @N Tq)C Nr) wwkC wwkc Mr,
12. K0 Vrc WB LWM0 d%C V0 Jr_ Mr O^c,
13. Nr) KqC use+@dC Z# N^C te0 JR)c

She gives birth to a cute prince;
The minister records the important thing,
And he names the prince a brave name,
His name is Rama, the great prince; he is the eldest
child of the king.

WL+u#hQCWu+cp0,

lr)c wlR),

be+ tr.

In Dehong Prefecture, the Dai people also maintain a thriving oral tradition, and the
singing of such poetry is ever-present. For example, when one village celebrates the completion
of a new temple, pagoda, road, entertainment center for the elderly, or even a bridge, members of
other villages will arrive bearing gifts and beating gongs and drums in congratulation; they will
then also choose a representative (usually a 30- to 50-year-old female) to sing songs flattering to
the host. The host will in turn provide a gift and select someone to sing a courteous song in
response. In addition to such spontaneous performances, the government also often provides
public singing stages during state holidays such as National Day, International Working Women’s
Day, or the Spring Festival, during which the government will invite famous folk singers to sing
songs praising the party’s policy, socialist system, and beautiful nature.
The following song is of the first, more spontaneous type and was performed in the Dai
language by a Dai-le elder named Qu Zaiwu in February 2008. In this gracefully recited poem
celebrating a newly completed house (in Zhanxi Town, Yingjiang County, Dehong Prefecture)
the complexly interlinked rhyme structure is also present:
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1. ᥟᥪᥰ . . .
2. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥝᥣ ᥟᥝ ᥓᥥᥛ ᥛᥣᥢᥲ ᥘᥧᥳ ᥛᥫᥒᥰ
ᥞᥣᥛᥰ ᥜᥭᥰ ᥘᥣᥛᥰ ᥙᥨᥢᥳ ᥖᥤ ᥙᥣᥱ,
3. ᥖᥬᥲ ᥜᥣᥳ ᥟᥛᥱ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥔᥒᥴ,
4. ᥐᥩᥭᥰ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥐᥦᥢ ᥐᥣᥒ ᥘᥛᥳ ᥖᥫᥒᥰ ᥙᥢᥱ.
5. ᥑᥨᥢᥴ ᥚᥤᥴ ᥓᥒᥱ ᥖᥤᥴ ᥟᥝ ᥜᥢᥰ ᥛᥨᥝ
ᥘᥨᥒᥴ ᥝᥣᥢᥱ ᥘᥨᥒᥰ ᥜᥣᥳ,
6. ᥐᥨᥝᥱ ᥓᥣᥳ ᥖᥦᥐᥱ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥘᥛᥰ,
7. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥖᥤᥴ ᥘᥩᥐ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥛᥨᥝ ᥑᥛᥰ ᥗᥨᥢᥲ ᥔᥤᥱ ᥐᥣᥙᥱ.
8. ᥐᥣᥙᥱ ᥘᥪᥒ ᥘᥩᥐ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥔᥤᥱ ᥐᥧᥢ ᥛᥫᥒᥰ,
9. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥘᥩᥭ ᥔᥝᥴ ᥛᥫᥒᥰ ᥖᥥᥱ ᥞᥣᥐ.
10. ᥘᥛᥳ ᥐᥩᥲ ᥐᥣᥐ ᥜᥣᥲ ᥛᥥᥱ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥑᥥᥰ.
11. ᥖᥥᥰ ᥛᥫᥒᥰ ᥘᥛᥳ ᥗᥨᥛᥲ ᥑᥨᥛᥱ.
12. ᥘᥨᥛᥲ ᥜᥣᥳ ᥕᥒ ᥙᥣ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥐᥨᥢᥰ,
13. ᥕᥒ ᥙᥣ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥛᥭᥳ ᥖᥨᥢᥲ ᥓᥨᥒ ᥔᥤᥴ ᥘᥛᥰ,
14. ᥐᥩᥭᥰ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥑᥪᥰ ᥑᥛᥰ ᥖᥦᥐᥱ ᥟᥩᥢ ᥖᥣᥒᥰ ᥓᥣᥒᥳ,
15. ᥘᥣᥒ ᥑᥩᥭᥱ ᥝᥭᥳ ᥘᥪᥴ ᥕᥫᥒᥰ.
16. ᥕᥣᥲ ᥘᥦᥒ ᥖᥦᥐᥱ ᥟᥩᥢ ᥖᥣᥒᥰ ᥑᥣᥭᥰ,
17. ᥑᥣᥭᥰ ᥖᥣᥭᥰ ᥐᥥᥢ ᥛᥬ ᥙᥨᥝᥰ ᥢᥣᥢᥲ,
18. ᥐᥩᥭᥰ ᥐᥪᥖᥱ ᥐᥣᥢᥲ ᥑᥥᥝᥴ ᥓᥥᥛᥰ.
19. ᥛᥫᥒᥰ ᥐᥨᥢᥰ ᥛᥪ ᥕᥣᥛᥰ ᥢᥢᥳ ᥕᥒ ᥙᥣ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥐᥨᥢᥴ,
20. ᥐᥩᥭᥰ ᥟᥝ ᥙᥣᥒ ᥖᥣᥭᥰ ᥘᥒ ᥞᥨᥒᥰ ᥔᥦᥒᥴ ᥞᥥᥖᥱ
ᥓᥝᥲ,
21. ᥖᥝᥲ ᥔᥥᥴ ᥔᥧᥭᥱ ᥘᥪᥢ ᥞᥣᥭᥴ.
22. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥔᥣᥒᥴ ᥘᥧᥱ ᥔᥣᥒᥴ ᥘᥣᥭᥰ ᥑᥝᥴ ᥙᥦᥖᥱ
ᥓᥝᥲ,
23. ᥖᥝᥲ ᥘᥨᥒᥰ ᥑᥨᥒᥰ ᥐᥣᥒ.
24. ᥔᥤᥱ ᥓᥝᥲ ᥘᥩᥐ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥕᥥᥒᥰ,
25. ᥔᥤᥱ ᥓᥝᥲ ᥘᥩᥐ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥓᥣᥭᥰ.
26. ᥘᥛᥴ ᥘᥣᥭᥴ ᥔᥣᥒᥲ ᥓᥩᥖᥱ ᥓᥥ,
27. ᥖᥒᥲ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥓᥥ ᥞᥨᥝᥴ ᥑᥨᥒᥰ.
28. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥘᥨᥒᥰ ᥛᥣᥰ ᥚᥦᥝᥴ ᥐᥨᥢ ᥔᥥᥝᥴ ᥙᥣᥱ ᥟᥨᥝᥲ,
29. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥛᥣᥰ ᥖᥒᥲ ᥓᥤᥱ ᥔᥨᥛᥴ ᥜᥭᥰ.
30. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥐᥣᥱ ᥖᥤᥱ ᥙᥣᥱ ᥟᥨᥝᥲ ᥞᥥᥖᥱ ᥘᥣᥰ,
31. ᥖᥤᥱ ᥙᥣᥱ ᥑᥣᥰ ᥞᥥᥖᥱ ᥞᥭ.
32. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥟᥝ ᥐᥣᥲ ᥔᥣᥛᥴ ᥕᥣᥐ ᥛᥥᥱ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥘᥣᥰ,
33. ᥑᥣᥰ ᥔᥣᥛᥴ ᥔᥫᥒᥴ ᥛᥥᥱ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥛᥣᥢᥲ.
34. ᥐᥛ ᥑᥩᥒ ᥐᥣᥱ ᥔᥤᥱ ᥙᥨᥝᥳ ᥞᥨᥝᥴ ᥐᥥᥒᥰ,
35. ᥙᥣᥒᥱ ᥙᥥᥒᥰ ᥞᥨᥝᥴ ᥙᥫᥐᥱ,
36. ᥐᥛ ᥑᥩᥒ ᥐᥣᥱ ᥖᥫᥐ ᥛᥫᥒᥰ ᥔᥦᥒᥴ ᥐᥫᥒᥰ ᥛᥣᥰ,
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O...
A huge fire destroyed the world,
flaming everywhere;
Everything was exterminated, nothing left in the land,
Just water left everywhere.
The god dropped some lotus seeds
upon the original land;
The lotus seeds sprouted and grew up,
They bloomed with four petals of golden color.
Four petals became four directions,
And mountains emerged as pillars of the world.
Water became five rivers,
And flooded the land.
No human being existed yet,
Not even kinds of trees;
We know only the “He xam” grew before the
elephant emerged;
Rattan grew, twining the trees.
We know only “Yaliang” grew before the buffalo
emerged;
Buffalo eat all the leaves of “Yaliang,”
Leaving the limb only.
There was no king among the humans;
Just the rabbit sat on the moon;
The moon waxed and waned.
The eight Sanglu Sanglai gods come down to
earth at last,
Flying down from heaven.
Four gods become females;
Four gods become males.
People reproduce themselves,
Build the Kingdom Ho Hong.
People went through mountains to search for wet
land;
They stacked the wood to make fire.
They heaped the embankment to make the rice field,
And assarted the wild hill to make the dry field.
They took three bunches of rice shoots to cultivate
And took three bunches of straw to cover the roof.
Some people migrated to distant Sibo and Hojing—
Both places have fertile land—
And some people migrated to Gengma and Hobeng;
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37. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥝᥣ ᥙᥥᥢ ᥔᥣᥒᥴ ᥐᥨᥝᥱ ᥜᥣᥳ, ᥘᥣᥳ ᥐᥨᥝᥱ ᥘᥥᥢ.
38. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥛᥣᥢᥲ ᥛᥨᥢ ᥐᥨᥢᥰ ᥐᥪᥢᥰ,
39. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥛᥤᥰ ᥞᥪᥢᥰ ᥕᥬᥱ ᥞᥪᥢᥰ ᥘᥩᥭᥳ.
40. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥛᥣᥰ ᥑᥬᥲ ᥓᥬ ᥘᥭᥲ ᥘᥨᥒᥰ ᥞᥝᥰ ᥑᥝᥴ ᥛᥤᥰ
ᥕᥒᥰ ᥘᥧᥐ ᥟᥣᥭᥲ ᥘᥨᥐ ᥟᥤᥱ ᥘᥣᥭᥴ ᥐᥨᥢᥰ,
41. ᥑᥣᥛᥰ ᥙᥪᥢ ᥝᥣ ᥛᥧᥴ ᥔᥥᥲ ᥟᥛᥱ ᥞᥨᥛ ᥞᥣᥒᥰ
ᥐᥨᥢᥰ ᥓᥣᥭᥰ ᥟᥛᥱ ᥞᥨᥛ ᥛᥨᥒᥳ.
42. ᥓᥒᥱ ᥝᥣ ᥟᥩᥒᥲ ᥕᥧᥱ ᥐᥩᥲ ᥓᥤᥰ,
43. ᥖᥤᥴ ᥕᥧᥱ ᥐᥩᥲ ᥞᥥᥙ. . . .

So the god finished creating the world.
Hundreds of thousands of villages emerged,
And various households emerged.
Thinking about that, my dear friend, you have
several sons living together
People always say that two boars can’t eat in one
groove, and two sons can’t live in one house.
The house is too crowded for you,
so we build a new house here. . . .

The Dai-yat are a subgroup who lagged behind during the southward migration and today
live in Mosha Town, Xinping County, Yunnan Province, in the valley near the Ailao Mountain.
They have not been influenced by Buddhism and have no script, so they have maintained their
singing tradition even until the present without the influence of outside forces. Here again we
find the interlinked rhyme structure (though in this case employing syllables in various line
positions for the internal rhyme unit) in a love song from the Hua-jie Festival:51
1. he11kun53hɔŋ31he11 hɛu24
2. siŋ55xam53kɛu24kǝn53khǝ53
3. he11kun53hɔŋ31he11tswaŋ11
4. siŋ55xam53nɯ24kwaŋ31kǝn53
5. ka24 hɔŋ31lei11ti31ko33loŋ55hɛu24
6. ka24 kɛu24lai11ti31la33ko33loŋ55xam53
7. loŋ55xam53tok11vai33khau11
8. aai33ti55kun53thau11va24hu31va24vaai53
9. aai33ti55tsu11sǝŋ55sau53va24hu31jaŋ31
10. ko33loŋ55xam53tok11vai33ko24
11. aai33ti55tsu11ko24su11va24hu31va24vaai53
12. aai33ti55tsu11sǝŋ55sau55va24hu31jaŋ31

Sing the song one by one,
Listen to the girl and boy,
Sing the song one by one,
This verse answers that.
I long to sing yet feel anxious;
I love to sing though out of verse.
Forgetting verses as rice drops down
I am so embarrassed before the elder people.
So bashful to confront the girl,
Let the songs be like leaves flying away.
So shy to face my lover,
So shy to sing songs with you.

Beyond my fieldwork in southern China, I also performed fieldwork in northeast Thailand,
northwest Vietnam, northeast Burma, and Northern Laos, and the findings of this essay are
applicable to the more general situation throughout Southeast Asia. The Thai people in Thailand,
Laos, and Burma are in the Buddhist cultural circle, while the Thai people in northwest Vietnam
along with some Thai people in northern Laos are in the indigenous religion’s cultural circle, but
all of them share a similar poetic tradition with the same epics, songs, stories, and rhyme
structures as those discussed here as being important among the Dai.

Institute of Ethnic Literatures
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
51 On the festival, see note 43. This particular song was sung in March of 2011 by a Dai-yat elder named
Bai shaochang; he was born in 1938 in Mosha Town, Xinping County. I transcribed this song in IPA and then
translated it into English.
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Appendix I: Dehong Dai script (Dai-le script)
Consoonants
ᥐ
ka
ᥚ

ᥑ
xa
ᥛ

ᥒ
ŋa
ᥜ

ᥓ
tsa
ᥝ

ᥔ
sa
ᥞ

ᥕ
ja
ᥟ

ᥖ
ta
ᥠ

ᥗ
tha
ᥡ

ᥘ
la
ᥢ

pha

ma

fa

va

ha

ʔ

kha

tsha

na

a

ᥙ
pa

Vowelss
ᥣ
a
ᥣᥭ
aai
ᥣᥝ
aau
ᥣᥛ
aam
ᥣᥢ
aan
ᥣᥒ
aaŋ
ᥣᥙ
aap
ᥣᥖ
aat
ᥣᥐ
aak

ᥭ
ai
ᥝ
au
ᥛ
am
ᥢ
an
ᥒ
aŋ
ᥙ
ap
ᥖ
at
ᥐ
ak

ᥤ
i

ᥥ
e

ᥦ
ɛ

ᥤᥝ
iu
ᥤᥛ
im
ᥤᥢ
in
ᥤᥒ
iŋ
ᥤᥙ
ip
ᥤᥖ
it
ᥤᥐ
ik

ᥥᥝ
eu
ᥥᥛ
em
ᥥᥢ
en
ᥥᥒ
eŋ
ᥥᥙ
ep
ᥥᥖ
et
ᥥᥐ
ek

ᥦᥝ
ɛu
ᥦᥛ
ɛm
ᥦᥢ
ɛn
ᥦᥒ
ɛŋ
ᥦᥙ
ɛp
ᥦᥖ
ɛt
ᥦᥐ
ɛk

ᥧ
u
ᥧᥭ
uui

ᥨᥝ
o
ᥨᥭ
oi

ᥩ
ɔ
ᥩᥭ
ɔi

ᥧᥛ
um
ᥧᥢ
un
ᥧᥒ
uŋ
ᥧᥙ
up
ᥧᥖ
ut
ᥧᥐ
uk

ᥨᥛ
om
ᥨᥢ
on
ᥨᥒ
oŋ
ᥨᥙ
op
ᥨᥖ
ot
ᥨᥐ
ok

ᥩᥛ
ɔm
ᥩᥢ
ɔn
ᥩᥒ
ɔŋ
ᥩᥙ
ɔp
ᥩᥖ
ɔt
ᥩᥐ
ɔk

ᥪ
ɯ
ᥪᥭ
ɯi
ᥪᥝ
ɯu
ᥪᥛ
ɯm
ᥪᥢ
ɯn
ᥪᥒ
ɯŋ
ᥪᥙ
ɯp
ᥪᥖ
ɯt
ᥪᥐ
ɯk

ᥫ
ǝ
ᥫᥭ
ǝi
ᥫᥝ
ǝu
ᥫᥛ
ǝm
ᥫᥢ
ǝn
ᥫᥒ
ǝŋ
ᥫᥙ
ǝp
ᥫᥖ
ǝt
ᥫᥐ
ǝk

ᥬ
aɯ

Toones
1

2

3

4

5

6

Tone

33

ᥰ

55

ᥱ

11

ᥲ

31

ᥳ

53

ᥴ

35

Examples

ᥖᥩᥒ
(“big leaf”)

ᥗᥩᥒᥰ
(“remember”)

ᥖᥩᥒᥱ
(“lighting”)

ᥖᥩᥒᥲ
(“watering”)

Mark

ᥖᥩᥒᥳ ᥖᥩᥒᥴ
(“belly”) (“jump”)
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Appendix II: Xishuangbanna Dai script (Dai-lue script)
Conson
nants
High-pitched
consonant

Low-pitched
consonant

a

A

k

Phonetic
symbol
ʔ

High-pitched
consonant

k

m

K

x

X

g
z
j

J

t

T

y

Y

n

N

p

P

d

B

i

b

I

o

n

h

D

b

th

l

H

d

t

v

L

h

j

f

V

l

s

m

F

v

ts

S

M

f

ŋ

Z

s

u

x

G

Low-pitched Phonetic
consonant
symbol
U
ph

kv

O

xv

p

Vow
wels
Single vowel
Short vowel

Coompound vowel

Long voweel

/

a

r

aa

@

ai

#

aai

R/

i

R

ii

$

ui

e

u

E

uu

&

ɯi

w—*

i

w—/

e

w—

ee

%

oi

^

ɔi

w w—/

ɛ

ww—

ɛɛ

(

au

r(

aau

W—/

o

W—

oo

R(

iu

w—(

eu

—q/

ɔ

—q

ɔɔ

ww—(

ɛu

w

u

—Q/

ɯ

—Q

ɯɯ

w—R/



w—R



Ton
nes
High-pitchedd
1
Mark

Low-pitched

5

3

c

C

2

6

4

c

C

Tone

55

35

13

51

33

11

Examples

Xr

xr c

xr C

Xr

Xrc

Xr C

(“leg”)

(“fence”)

(“slave”)

(“couch grass”)

(“tree crotch”) (“defame”)

